I N T R O D U CT I O N

P E R FO R M A N C E

Get ready to be launched into a world of thrill and raw driving satisfaction from the moment you press start.
This is the car you simply can’t wait to drive. The true partner to your driving soul.
This is unpaused excitement that pushes all the right buttons,
the perfect combo of drivability, precision, responsiveness
and dynamic power. All this brought together
in an iconic GT86 look that is all attitude.

The Toyota GT86 calls business to a close, and says,
“it’s time to play”. Time to step into its world
and level up to the driver you are meant to be.
Available in a GT86 model.
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The GT86 Sport model is equipped with a new
Front and Rear SACH’s Sports Suspension for
improved steering response and suspension
stroke feeling as well as reduced shock feeling
for even more control and comfort.

All this is facilitated by newly optimised coil springs
in the front, a newly engineered axis load control
system to reduce the difference in steering force, as
well as revised shock absorbers for better friction
characteristics and overall handling and stability.
Even braking is next level with Brembo brakes
representing the very best in performance, comfort,
and durability.
The perfect drive means achieving increased energy
efficiency and lower fuel consumption through
reduced friction. Advanced energy-saving features
include buffing on intake, exhaust valve stems and
reduced roughness of the camshaft journal.

The countdown to pure driving excitement starts now.
Designed to be the perfectly balanced driver’s car,
the Toyota GT86 is made for thrills – a car lover’s first
selection. It’s the charged-up livewire set to unlock
your driving potential through power, precision and unreal
responsiveness that loves to corner then burn up the straights.

And, because sometimes you need to play with the
volume down, the GT86 is quieter than ever with
increased air cleaner capacity and a strengthened
intake boot rib. The GT86 is wired to perform, with
all the dare and brashness you’d want from a sports
car and the skill and assurance of a seasoned player.
The control is in your hands.
So go play.

Turn the streets into your playground with a 2.0 litre “boxer” engine,
147 kW of power at 7000 r/min and 205 Nm at 6400-6600 r/min in
raw torque. Get an extra boost with a D-4S injection system
engineered for explosive acceleration.
Stay in control with unreal handling. A sophisticated front engine
and rear-wheel drive combo creates this revolutionary feel that
instantly responds and obeys your every command.
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147 kW
7000 r/min

205 Nm
6400-6600 r/min

I NTERI OR
Driving enters the comfort zone with refined interior features and distinctive sports car styling, designed
around the driver. With low race-car seats that place you right in the centre of the action, an in-your-face feel
and undeniable sense of oneness with the engine, the GT86 immerses you in every moment of the drive.

More functionality comes with increased quality and attention to detail that still embraces the GT86’s sports car soul.
The unified “all-black” interior accentuated by buckskin-pattern upholstery on the instrument panel, meter hood
and door trim add to the sports car feel while reducing the reflection of outside light.
The GT86 model goes the extra mile with sports car multi-display characteristics and stylish, high quality black or red
Alcantara, leather-facing seats.
Particular attention has been paid to the size and shape of the steering wheel for the best possible grip and
true hands-on experience.
GT86 also comes standard with steering switches for more control while keeping your hands on the wheel. There
are more features at your fingertips too, like cruise control, auto dual-zone air conditioning, Sat Navigation and a
7” touchscreen Carmax audio. Connectivity is sorted for both Android and Apple phones thanks to Android Auto+ Show
and Apple Car Play. And, if you have an Android device, wireless Miracast pairs your phone’s video and sound with the
media console. It’s all to keep you plugged in and turn your comfort up to the highest level.
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E X T ER I O R

The GT86 returns in an exterior styling reboot, showing off the attitude and aggression
that makes it an icon for driving enthusiasts around the world. This is more than
a new design, it’s an alliance of form and function with exterior features that
embody and enhance performance while looking simply fierce at any angle.
MODEL SHOWN GT86
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As with the front design, the rear diffuser has been widened
too, emphasising an athletic wide stance; and the bottom
bumper has been lowered to maximise aerodynamic
performance. Rear display comes in full LED too, with
re-rendered rear combination lamps embellished with
ornamentation ring details and an added solid line of LEDs.

The GT86 looks charged up and ready to launch at the
press of a button, with the tip of the nose being lowered
and the grille opening widened to create a wide and low
stance. Planted road contact and handling stability are also
enhanced with canards on the lower bumper as well as fins
on the nose and fog lamp covers.
The side on view has a look of pure agility with styling
details around the front and rear tyres boosting its
distinctive sports car feel. A fin has been added to the
fender garnish to enhance the profile and help suppress
body roll, while the new 17-inch aluminium wheels feature
10 ultra-slim spokes with a new black finish for a striking
sporty look.

Finally, a black boot spoiler adds the perfect finish to a stylish
design, accentuating aerodynamics and rounding off a look
of attitude and agility.
New horizontally rendered LED headlamps with integrated
turn signal lamps emphasise width and add to a look of bold
determination on a car that’s more than happy to play at night.
This isn’t just an exterior upgrade, this is style merged with high
performance and the GT86’s unique street-ready attitude.

This isn’t just an exterior upgrade, this is style
merged with high performance and the GT86’s
unique street-ready attitude.

MODEL SHOWN GT86
K1X WHITE

G1U SILVER

M7Y RED

61K GREY*

K3X BLUE*

DAR BRIGHT BLUE*

*Customer order only

SAFETY

The thrill of the drive should be about excitement,
not risk. So, when it comes to safety, the Toyota GT86
has your back. Your ride is your safe zone,
equipped with all the attributes to shield against
any obstacles the outside world might throw at you.
Standard safety features include the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
Brake-Assist (BA), Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Hill-Assist
Control (HAC) and Vehicle-Stability Control (VSC) to keep you firmly in
control or bring you safely to a halt when needed.
The VSC system has also been upgraded to include a new “Track” mode
for an extra dimension in driving experience, turning VSC and traction
control down to the minimum level so you can show off your true skills.
Maximum stopping power is also enhanced by new Brembo front and
rear brakes. A combination of driver and front passenger, curtain, driver
knee and side airbags provide a reassuring force field. And, when the
drive is over, an immobiliser and smart entry wireless door locking
system let you rest easy, knowing the GT86 is as secure from the outside
as it is safe on the inside.
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SUSTAINABILITY
The Toyota GT86 range has been manufactured to minimise its carbon footprint. Guided by the principles of the Toyota
Environmental Action Plan or ECO-Project, as little impact as possible is made on the environment during each step of
the process. From design to manufacturing to end-of-life recycling programmes, our planet always comes first. This
is because the ultimate long-term goal for Toyota is to make all our vehicles as environmentally friendly as possible.
With this in mind, the entire GT86 range has been designed to have very low CO2 emissions.
At Toyota, creating technologically advanced vehicles isn’t our only priority; we’re committed to lowering our
environmental impact throughout our entire production process. How? By setting ourselves six challenges that will
see us reach a truly world-changing goal: a positive environmental impact by 2050.

CHALLENGE 1

CHALLENGE 2

NEW VEHICLE ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS CHALLENGE

LIFE CYCLE ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS CHALLENGE

By owning a Toyota, you will be contributing to our challenge to reduce vehicle CO2 emissions
by 90% in comparison to 2010 levels, by 2050. You will help us promote the development of
next-generation vehicles and further accelerate the spread of these vehicles.

Your purchase is lending a helping hand to Toyota’s efforts to reduce to zero, not only CO2
emissions produced in travelling and manufacturing, but all CO2 emissions included in the
process of materials production, disposal and recycling of vehicles.

CHALLENGE 3

CHALLENGE 4

PLANT ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS CHALLENGE

CHALLENGE OF MINIMISING AND OPTIMISING WATER USAGE

Our strategies to achieve zero CO2 emissions at our plants are:
1) Developing and introducing low-CO2 technologies with ongoing “Kaizen”.
2) Adopting renewable energy sources and utilising hydrogen energy.

In automobile manufacturing, we use water in painting, forging and other processes. Therefore,
even a small reduction of its impact on the water environment is important. We have two
measures to achieve this. These are the comprehensive reduction of the amount of water
used, and comprehensive water purification and returning it to the earth. 

CHALLENGE 5

CHALLENGE 6

CHALLENGE OF ESTABLISHING A RECYCLING-BASED SOCIETY AND SYSTEM

CHALLENGE OF ESTABLISHING A FUTURE SOCIETY IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

We have been working for 40 years on our resource recycling challenge. We will continue
working on the challenge of establishing a recycling-based society by rolling out the
technology and systems evolved in Japan, to the world.

At Toyota, we have engaged in planting trees at our plants and environmental conservation
activities in our surrounding areas. We are also promoting several activities across regions and
the world to establish a society where humans and nature coexist in harmony.
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Engine andEngine
Drivetrain
and Drivetrain
Number ofNumber
cylindersofand
arrangement
cylinders
and arrangement

Maximum torque (Nm @ r/min)
Maximum torque (Nm @ r/min)
Bore x stroke (mm)
Bore x stroke (mm)
Displacement (cm³)
Displacement (cm³)
Compression ratio
Compression ratio
1st Gear ratio
1st Gear ratio
2nd Gear ratio
2nd Gear ratio
3rd Gear ratio
3rd Gear ratio
4th Gear ratio
4th Gear ratio
5th Gear ratio
5th Gear ratio
6th Gear ratio
6thratio
Gear ratio
Reverse gear
Reverse gear ratio
Differential gear ratio
Transmission

SuspensionTransmission
(front)
SuspensionSuspension
(rear) (front)

HorizontallyHorizontally
opposed-4opposed-4
Petrol-D-4S

205@6400-6600
86.0 x 86.0
86.0 x 86.0
1 998
1 998
12.5:1
12.5:1
3.626
3.626
2.188
2.188
1.541
1.541
1.213
1.213
1.000
0.767 1.000

Interior and
Convenience
Front
window wiperFeatures

3.437

0.767

4.100

3.437

6-speed MT 4.100
6-speed MT
MacPherson, sport

Double wishbone,
sport sport
MacPherson,

Starting system
Stabiliser

Push startFront + rear

Starting system
Driven wheels
Differential lock

Rear-LSD Push start

Headlamps
Light control
system cleaner

Side mirrorsHeadlamp levelling

Front window
Sidewiper
mirrors
Rear spoilerRear window demister

FrontDouble
+ rear wishbone, sport

Headlamp Headlights
levelling

Rear window
Lightdemister
control system

147@7000147@7000

Stabiliser Suspension (rear)

Emission control
Driven wheels
Exterior Features
Emission control
Wheel and tyre
Exterior Features
Spare tyre
Wheel and tyre
Antenna
Spare tyre
Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Antenna
Door outside handles
Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Fog lamps
Door outside handles
Headlights
lamps
HeadlampsFog
cleaner

GT86

Exterior Features
Exterior Features

Fuel systemFuel system
Maximum Maximum
power (kWpower
@ r/min)
(kW @ r/min)

GT86

RWD Rear-LSD
RWD
Euro 5-With OBD
215/45R17 Black alloy

Repair kit
215/45R17 Black alloy
LED

Repair kit

Shark fin
Colour coded-smart entry
LED
Front (LED) and rear
Colour coded-smart entry
LED
• Front (LED) and rear

Automatic LED
Auto

•

Black, retractable,Automatic
power

GT86

GT86

Immobiliser

•

USBsystem (ISOFIX)
Child restraint

•

•

Airbags Front personal lamp

Driver, front passenger, side, driver knee• and curtain airbags

Safety Interior and Convenience Features
•

Auto

Intermittent
Black, retractable, power
Black boot spoiler •

Bluetooth
Anti-theft system

Front brakeSafety

Ventilated disc-Brembo brakes, red calliper

Cruise control
Rear spoiler

• Black boot spoiler

Rear brakeAnti-theft system

Immobiliser
Ventilated disc-Brembo brakes,
red calliper

Airconditioner
Interior and Convenience Features

•

Childspeed
restraint
Over-run and
limitersystem (ISOFIX)

Footrest Cruise control
Front seat Airconditioner
adjustment
Front seat reclining
Footrest
Front seat vertical adjuster
Front seat adjustment
Power steering
Front seat reclining
Electric windows
Front seat vertical adjuster
Seat heater
Power steering
Steering column adjustments
Electric windows
Sun visor
Centre console
box
Seat heater
Door insideSteering
handlescolumn adjustments
Sun visor
Floor carpet trim
Centre console box
Front headrest
Door inside handles
2nd row seats
Door scuff plate
Room lamp
Floor carpet trim
Seat trim
Front headrest
Shift lever & knob
2nd row seats
Steering wheel
Room lamp
Steering switches
Seat trim
Multi-Information
Display (MID)
lever & knob
NavigationShift
system
Steering wheel
Audio system

Intermittent

•
•
ManualAuto-Dual zone
Manual
•
Manual
Manual
Electric (EPS)
Manual
Front/one touch driver & passenger only
Manual
•
Electric (EPS)
Manual/collapsible, tilt & telescopic
Front/one touch driver &
passenger only
Mirror with cover/lamp
•

•

Chrome
Manual/collapsible,
tilt & telescopic
•
Mirror with cover/lamp
Carpet
•
Adjustable-2
Chrome
United folding
•
•
Carpet
Alcantara, leather facings
Adjustable-2
Leather
United folding
3 Spoke/Leather
•
Audio, info display
Alcantara,
leather
facings
TFT
•

Leather

3 Spoke/Leather
Display audio

Speakers Steering switches

6 Audio, info display

Multi-Information Display (MID)
Auxiliary input

•

Bluetooth Audio system

• Display audio

USB

Speakers

Auxiliary
Front personal
lampinput

TFT

Power doorAirbags
lock

•

•

Driver, front passenger,
• side, driver knee and curtain airbags

Frontlock
brake
Wireless door

Ventilated
brakes, red calliper
Smartdisc-Brembo
entry

Rear brake
Anti-lock Braking
System (ABS)

Ventilated disc-Brembo
brakes, red calliper
•

Over-run
Brake-Assist
(BA) and speed limiter

•

•

door lock
Electronic Power
Brake-force
Distribution (EBD)

•

•

Wireless(HAC)
door lock
Hill-Assist Control

•

Smart entry

Anti-lock
Braking
System (ABS)
Vehicle-Stability
Control
(VSC)

•

•

Brake
Assist (BA)
Service and
Warranty

•

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)
Service intervals

12 months / 15 000 km•

Hill-Assist Control (HAC)
Service plan

4 services / 60 000 km•

Warranty Vehicle-Stability Control (VSC)

3 years / 100 000 km•

Toyota vehicles are known for their Quality, Durability and Reliability. Keeping your
Toyota Genuine
genuine means no compromises in terms of safety, performance and resale value.
value.
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Service
will
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www.toyota.co.za/genuine
TOYOTA GENUINE PRODUCTS
For guaranteed fit and function, Genuine Parts are essential in maintaining the safety and reliability of your vehicle. Genuine Parts
comply with all safety, regulatory and environmental requirements, making it the obvious choice. The same exacting precision applies
to Toyota Accessories, developed by engineers with extensive knowledge on vehicle integration - you can enhance the appeal and
functionality of your Toyota GT86 without compromising its safety features or warranty. Warranties are about peace of mind, and the
Genuine Unlimited
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designed
to
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and aa seamless
Unlimited Warranty
cover
(up
Warrantyis
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designedto
toprovide
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superiorcover
cover(up
(uptoto66-8
or 8years,
years,unlimited
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mileage)and
seamless claims process
thanks to full integration with Toyota systems. The Genuine Extended Service Plan also enjoys exclusive approval by Toyota SA
and provides flexible extension options up to 10 years or 200
195 000 km to suit your period of ownership. Paying today’s rates for
tomorrow’s maintenance is a sensible way to protect the resale value of your Toyota GT86 by means of a full service history.
TOYOTA APPROVED SERVICES
Specialised vehicle maintenance requires first-class facilities, advanced equipment and expert knowledge. Toyota Quality Service
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Dimensions
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TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES
There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ when
it comes to vehicle finance and insurance,
there is only you. With fast, flexible
and convenient services we will structure
the perfect Toyota GT86 deal for you.
At Toyota Financial Services, we believe
that purchasing your Toyota should be
as enjoyable as driving it. Toyota Financial
Services is the fast, flexible and convenient
means of financing your Toyota GT86. We have
created a range of finance products
that suit both private and business

Fuel(l)tank size (l)
Fuel tank size

50

50

Fuel consumption
cycle) (l/100km)
Fuel consumption
(combined(combined
cycle) (l/100km)

7.8

7.8

CO2 (g/km)CO2 (g/km)

181

181

Luggage(l)capacity (l)
Luggage capacity

243

243

Length (mm)
Length (mm)

4240

4240

Height (mm)
Height (mm)

1320

1320

Width (mm)Width (mm)

1775

1775

WheelbaseWheelbase
(mm) (mm)

2570

2570

Front treadFront
(mm)tread (mm)

1520

1520

Rear treadRear
(mm)tread (mm)

1540

1540

Ground clearance
Ground clearance
(mm) (mm)

120

120

Kerb weightKerb
(kg)weight (kg)

1266 1249 - 1266

Turning
circle
Turning circle
(tyres,
m) (tyres, m)

5.4

5.4
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Gross Combination
Gross Combination
Mass (GCM)Mass (GCM)

1670

1670

•

•

Gross
Vehicle
Gross Vehicle
Mass
(GVM)Mass (GVM)

1670

1670

DISCLAIMER:
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The information contained in this brochure is provided as is and without any warranties of any kind, whether
whether expressed
expressed or
or implied,
implied, including
including but
but not
not limited
limited
to, implied warranties of satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose and/or correctness. The contents of this brochure are for general information
purposes only and do not constitute advice. Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan and Toyota South Africa Motors (Pty)
(Pty) Limited
Limited does
does not
not represent
represent or
or warrant
warrant
that the information and/or specifications contained in this brochure are accurate, complete or current and specifically stipulates that certain vehicle details
and specifications contained in this brochure may differ in available models. Therefore, neither Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan nor Toyota South Africa
Motors (Pty) Limited make any warranties or representations regarding the use of the content, details, specifications, or information contained in this
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Please note that claiming of input VAT needs to be verified by customers prior to vehicle purchase as these rulings are subject to SARS interpretation.
Toyota South Africa Motors’ rights remain reserved.

customers, easily accessible through
your local Toyota dealer. We take the
hassle out of arranging finance.
Toyota Financial Services (South Africa) Ltd
is an authorised Financial Services
(FSP No. 7454) and Registered Credit Provider
(NCRCP62). For comprehensive information about
products offered by Toyota Financial Services,
visit www.toyota.co.za/toyota-finance
www.toyota.co.za/toyota-finance
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